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The absolute difference between plants which absorb and 
nourish themselves by the products of the decomposition of 
plant-structures, and those which make_ a si!Jlilar use of 
structures is not very great. We may 1magme that plants acct
dentally permitted the of insects in some of 
their structure, and the practice became developed because 1t was 
found to be usefuL It was' long ago suggested that the receptacle 
formed by the connate leaves of Dipsacus might be an incipient 
organ of this kind ; and though no insectivorous habit has ever 
been brought home to that plant, the theory is not improbable. 

Linn;;eus, and more lately Baillon, have shown how a pitcher 
of Sarracenia may be regarded as a modification of a leaf of the 
Nymphoea type. We may imagine such a leaf first becoming 
hollow, and allowing debris of different kinds to accumulate ; 
these would decompose, and a solution would be produced, some 
of the constituents of which would diffuse themselves into the 
,ubjaccnt plant tissues. This is in point of fact absorption, and 
we may suppose that in the first instance-as perhaps still in 
Sarracmia pm:furt·a-the matter absorbed was merely. the 
saline nutritive products of decomposition, such as ammomacal 
salts. The act of digestion-that process by which soluble food 
is reduced without decomposition to a soluble form fitted for 
absorption-was doubtless subsequently acquired. 

The secretion, however, of fluids by plants is not an 
phenomenon. In many Aroids a small gland at the apex of the 
leaves secretes fluid, often in considerable quantities, and the 
pitcher of Nepenthes is, as I have shown elsewhere, only a gland 
of this kind, enormously developed. May not, therefore, the 
wonderful pitchers and carnivorous habit of Nepenthes have 
both originated by natural selection out of one such honey
sccreti;;g gland as we still find developed near that part of the 
pitcher which represents the tip_ of the We_may suppose 
insects to have been entangled m the V•SCid secretiOn of such a 
gland, and to have there, being acted upon by those 
acid secretiOns that abound m these and most other plants. The 
subsequent differentiation of the secreting organs of the pitcher 
into aqueous, saccharine, and acid, would follow pari passu with 
the evolution of the pitcher itself, according to those mysterious 
laws which result in the correlation of organs and functions 
throughout the kingdom of Nature; and which, in my appre· 
hension, transcend in wonder and interest those of evolution and 
the origin of species. 

Delpino has recorded the fact that the spathe of Alocasia 
secretes an acid fluid which destroys the slugs that visit it, and 
which he believes subserves its fertilisation. Here any process 
of nutrition can only be purely secondary. But the fluids of 
plants are in the great majority of cases acid, and, when exuded, 
would be almost certain to bring about some solution in sub· 
stances with which they came in contact. Thus the acid secre· 
t ions of roots were found by Sachs to corrode polished marble 
""-faces with which they came in contact, and thus to favour the 
absorption of mineral matter. 

The solution of albuminoid substances requires, however, 
besides a suitable acid, the presence of some other albuminoid 
substance analogous to pepsine. Such substances, however, are 
frequent in plants. Besides the well-known diastase, which 
converts the starch of malt into sugar, there are other instances 
ia the synaptase which determines the formation of hydrocyanic 
acid from emulsine, and the myrosin which similarly induces 
the formation of oil of mustard. We need not wonder, then, if 
the fluid secreted by a plant should prove to possess the ingre· 
dien s necessary for the digestion of insoluble animal matters. 

These remarks will, I hope, lead you to see, that though the 
proceEses of plant nutrition are in general extremely different 
from those of animal nutrition, and involve very simple com· 
pound>, yet that the protoplasm of plants is not absolutely pro
hibited from availing itself of food, such as that by which the 
protoplasm of animals is nourished ; under which point of view 
these phenomena of carnivorous plants will find their place, as 
one more link in the continuity of nature. 

BJUTJSH ASSOCIATION REPORTS 
Report of tlte Committee on Mathematical Tables. 
The objects for which the Committee were appointed at 

Edinburgh were twofold, viz., the preparation of a list of 
tables scattered about in books and mathematical journals and 
transaction s, and the calculation of new tables. With regard 
t-1 the first object, the tables were roughly divided intv three 
cbsses, viz. ( 1) ordinary tables (such as trigonometrical and 

logarithmic) usually published in books; (2) tables of con· 
tinuously varying quantities, generally definite integrals; and 
(3) theory- of-number$Q:_{ tables. On the first class Mr. J. W. 
L. Glaisher had already written a report, to which it was 
in_tended, after the lapse of several years, to add a supplement ; 
with the second some progress had been made; while Prof. 
Cayley proposed to undertake the third. The Committee had 
to acknowledge the assistance of several foreigners, and chiefly 
of Prof. Bierens de Haan, who had forwarded to them an account 
of 128 logarithmic and 105 non-logarithmic tables; to Dr. Carl 
Ohrtmann, of Berlin; and Profs. W. W. Johnson and J. M. 
Rice, of Annapolis, Maryland. The principal achievement 
however, which the Committee had to report related to 
second object, and was the corrpletlon of the tables of the 
Elliptic Functions, the commencement of which was noticed in 
NATURE nearly two years ago, and on which six or seven com· 
pulers, under the superintendence of Mr. J. Glaisher, F.R.S., 
and Mr. J. W. L. Glaisher, have since been constantly engaged. 
These tables (which are of double entry) give the four theta 
functions, which form the numerators and denominators of the 
three elliptic functions, and their log;.rithms for 8, 100 argu· 
ments; so that they contain nearly 6s,ooo tabular results. The 
calculation has been carried to ten figures, but only eight will be 
printed, the tabular portion of the work occupying 360 pages. 
Parts of the introduction will be written by Prof. Cayley, Sir 
William Thomson, and Prof. H. J. S. Smith, and. it is hoped 
that before the next meeting of the Association the whole work 
which will form one of the largest tables that have appeared as 
result of an original calculation, will be in print. It is perhaps 
desirable to state that the elliptic functions which have thus been 
tabulated are, as it were, generalised sines and cosines. Sines and 
cosmes may be combined so as to represent any singly periodic func· 
lion, as Is well known; and in the same way elliptic functions repr-e
sent every possible doubly periodic function; and no quantities can 
be of a higher degree of periodicity. The elliptic functions (which 
are in a sense inverse to Legendre's Elliptic Integrals) are thus 
quantities of the highest importance and generality in mathe
matics, and they are daily becoming of more importance in 
physics. They appear conspicuously in the investigation of the 
motion of a rigid body and in electrostatics, and have also 
numerous applications in the theory of numbers. The calcula
tions were just completed before the meeting, and the printing 
will commence immediately : it is intended that the tables shall 
be stereotyped to ensure freedom from typographical errors. 

Report of the Committee on the Nommclrrture of Dynamical and 
Elecfl·ical Units. 

They have circulated numerous copies of their last year's 
rep_ort among scientific_ men both at home and abroad. They 
beheve, however, that m order to render their recommendations 
fully available for science teaching and scientific work, a full and 
popular exposition of the whole subject of physical units is neces· 
sary, together with a collection of examples (tabuiar and other
wise) illustrating the application of systematic units to a variety 
of physical measurements. Students usually find peculiar diffi· 
cu_lty _in questions r_elating to units ; and evm the experienced 
scientific calculator JS glad to have before him concrete exam

with to compare his own results as a security against 
misapprehension or mistake. 

Some members the Committee have been preparing a small 
volume of IllustratiOns of the C. G. S. System (centimetre
gramme-second system) intended to meet this want. The Com
mittee do not desire to be re-appointed; at all events at present. 

On Siemens' Pyromtter, by Prof. G. C. Foster. 
The committee appointed to report upon Siemens' pyrometer 

has sought to determine whether or no the resistance is altered 
after exposure to high temperatures. The resistance was 
measured by means of Wheatstone's Bridge. An arran<rement 
was adopted wher:by the heat of the cormecting wires pre
vented from affectmg th: measu_rements. As a long thick iron 
htbe the platmum em! of the pyrometer, it was impos· 

m secure a standard temperature, to plunge the 
1nto 1ce-cold water, because, owing to the conductivity 

of the uon, there was no certainty that the pyrometer wire was 
actua!ly at_ the same temperature as the water. The temperature 
of IO , wh1ch wa• near the usual atmospheric temperature was 
adopted as the standard. · ' 

Four instruments were examined: in one of them (r) the coil 
was _surroun?ed by an iron sheath, in (2) and (3) a piece of stout 
platmum surrounded the cylinder between the iron sheath 
and the coil. In (4) there was no iron sheath, but a platinum 
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tube instead. Nos. (r) (2) and (3) were found to be considerably 
altered after having been exposed to a high temperature. The 
instruments were placed in an ordinary fire and repeated! y 
heated to a red heat, at which they were maintained for 
hours. The original resistance was ten units. The followmg 
numbers show the increase of resistance :-

(r) o·834 (z) r ·6oS (3) n69 
These numbers expressed as fractions of the original resistance 
become (r) ·o834 (2) ·r6o8 (3) ·rr69. 

Equivalent change of temperature= (r) 30°, (2) 58°, (3) 43°. 
These measurements show that the change in resistance produced 
by exnosure to high temperatures is so great as to invalidate the 

of these instruments. 
No. (4). Resistance increased ·o46, which expressed as a por

tion of the original resistance = ·oo46. Equivalent change of 
temperature = .ro·s. The last giv.es results 
which are suffiCiently constant for mdustnal 1f not for 
strictly scientific purposes. . . 

Prof. Williamson suggested that the change 111 the res1stance 
might bC: due a change as !t has been foun.d 
that platmum m contact w1th s1hca, m a reducmg atmosphere, 1s 
altered at high temperatures. 

Report of the Committee appointed to prepare and pritet tables of 
Wave Numbers. 

Mr. G. J. Stoney stated that the ':"ork of this 
was in progress, and that the Comn11ttee hoped .to be m a 
position to make a full rep.ort at the next meetmg of the 
Association. Under these circumstances they merely asked to 
be reappointed. 

Second Report on the Sub- 1/Vea!den Exploration. By H. 
Willett and W. Topley. 

This Report gave an account of the progress of the work s!nce 
the last meeting of the Association. Most of the results attamed 
have been already made public through the Quarterly Reports, 
and they were recently summarised in these columns. At the 
time of the Bradford meeting only 300 feet had been reached, 
and the age of the beds tJ:ei; traversed. was .unkno;vn. 
Mr. Peyton and Prof. Philltps d1scovered K1m:nendge Clay 
fossils immediately after the Report was ; sm.ce that tlme 
a large collection of fossils has been made, mcludmg most. of 
the characteristic English Kimmeridge spec1es, and some wh1ch 
are new. An undescribed species of lliodiola is very abundant, 
and so is a small Astarte-the A. Mysis of D'Orbigny. A new 
species ofthis genus has been found, and a small Trigonia which 
Dr. Lycett believes to be also new. . 

The Kimmeridge Clay appears to be nearly 700 feet tluck ; 
generally it is a rather sandy clay, but towards the b:'lse there are 
some thick bands of cement stone. The Coral Rag 1s apparently 
absent. Amongst the fossils from the Oxford Clay the 
were noticed :-Ammonites J'ason, Am.Lambertz, Am. Sed,Rwtckz, 
Po!!icipes concirmus, Gervillia, and Macrodon. The total 
now reached is r,o3o feet, and 3,ooo/. has been spent. 1 he 
Association has voted an increased grant of I oo/., and the 
Government has promised aid to the extent of roo/. for each 
IOD feet completed below r,ooo feet; but as eac_h. IOO feet will 
cost from 3001. to 400/. (includit;g. the hmng the 
the Committee trust that subscnptwns w1ll sttll be forthcommg 
to enable them to continue the work. 

Report of the Committee on the Influence of Forests on Rain,
It appeared from .the lengthened report that the orera
tions of the comm1ttee dunng the past year had been restncted 
to the meteorological observations made. at Carnwath, 
shire. In order to carry on the oper:'ltwns at Carnwa,h, and 
extend them, a grantfrom the of not less than 25/. 
would be required for next year. d1d not propose to com
mence observations at any new statiOn. 

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS 

The J'ournal of Mental Science, July r8J4:-Dr. pro· 
ceeds with his Morbid Physiology of Cnmmals, d1scussmg, on 
this occasion, prison discipline as test of :nind ; and he finds a 
large number of prisoners who, tned ?Y tlns he must class 
together as "weak-minded. In sp1te ?f h1s str?ng common 
sense Dr. Nicolson at times betrays am1able leanmgs towards 
the l;opeful rather than towards a perhaps unpalatable truth, 
We must confess ourselves among the "sceptics" from whom 
'' the sight of a class of adult and veteran criminals plodding 

away at their books in the halls of a prison" "would but draw 
an ominous shake of the head." Granting that the book edu
cation of crim.inals coul.d be carried than there is any 
reason to beheve poss1ble, the assumptwn remains that this 
would tend more than any other form of discipline to make them 
less criminal than before-the only thing in which society has any 
special interest concerning them. The "weak-minded" criminal 
)Jeing on the .border line sanity, is a perplexing sub: 
Ject to .the pn:on In dealmg him practically 
Dr. N1colsor: s sagac1ty might be fully rehed on, though in 
such expresswns as "we can punish badness, but we must 
treat madness," there is implied a sharp line of distinction 
which exists only in our phraseology. Madness ought to 
be punished when that is the best treatment ; and bad
ness ought. to be .treated when is the best remedy. 
-In an mterestmg paper On children fostered by wild 
beasts, W. W. Ireland, M.D., favours the opinion that there 
is not a single authentic instance of the kind.-J. H. Balfour 
Browne, barrister, makes a psychological and medico-legal pro
blem of the character of Leonce Miranda, the hero of Mr. 
Browning's Red Cotton Night-Capt Country ; and by intensely 
commonplace standards of measurement concludes that Leonce 
was mad. Vve sincerely hope his principles of judgment will 
never find place in the deliberations of actual legal tribunals. 
It would be a terrible prospect to think that our wills might be 
set aside at the instance of greedy relatives on the ground that 
we were somewhat "anomalous," not exactly like the herd "in 
our mental constitution;" "to say which," says Mr. Balfour 
Browne, "is only to say that a man is insane." Perhaps ''all 
the doctrines of Rome will not make a practical man who pro· 
Jesses its creed believe in a nowadays miracle;" but what is the 
worth of the statement ? Strike out the word practical, which 
here means stupid, and give the sentence definite meaning by 
substituting bdieves for professes, and the proposition becomes a 
contradiction in terms. But to be logical may be to be insane, 
according to the wisdom of our practical men who profess instead 
of believing.-The Morisonian Lectures; The treatment of in
sanity, abstracted from Drs. Buclmill and Tuke's chapter on that 
subject; Clinical notes and cases ; Notes of the quarter, and 
reviews, make up the number. Dr. Carpenter's "Mental Physio
logy " is the most important review. His defence of the old free
will doctrine is severely handled; and an attempt, not quite so 
successful, is made to set aside the theory of unconscious cere-
bration. .. 

J'ournal of the Franklin Institute, July.-Among the matter 
contained in this number is the first instalment of an elaborate 
paper by Mr. J. A. Henderson, M.E., On the theory of aero
steam engines, which, an editorial note informs us, is the first 
theoretical treatise on the subject that has appeared to comple
ment the work of the late Prof. Rankine on other heat-engines. 
The " Principles of Shop Manipulation" is continued by Mr. J. 
Richards.-Chief Engineer W. H. Shock, U.S. Navy, under the 
head cf " Strength of Materials," gives an account of a series of 
very carefully conducted experiments on bolts of yarious dimen
sions, under the two possible conditions-double cut and 
single cut-in which they might be used in connection with the 
bracing of boilers, and for other purposes.-There is a transla
tion of M. Baudrimont's paper, On the tenacity of malleable 
metals at various temperatures.-Mr. C. J. Wister, ina paper On 
the moon's figure as obtained in the spectroscope, objects to 
Gussew's deductions from De laRue's photographs of the moon 
at the extremes of her librations.-Prof. Thurston's paper On 
the mechanical properties of materials of construction, is con
tinued. 

The American Naturalist, August.-On the Flora of Southern 
Florida, by Frederick Brandel. The question considered is 
whether the flora of Southern Florida and the Keys is really 
North American or South Indian; and the conclusion reached is 
that it is not North American, but a link between it and that of 
the West Indies, and that a portion of those species which are 
peculiar to the northern portions of the State and the imme
diately adjacent region may have been derived from the 
south.-The Classification of the Rhynchophorous Coleop
tera, by Dr. John L. Leconte.-Herbarium Cases, by Dr. 
C. C. Parry. A case is described, with a woodcut, specially 
designed for being readily moved.-A Key to the higher Alga:o 
of the Atlantic Coast between Newfoundland and Florida, by 
Prof. D. S. Jordan. Part II. Rhodosperme::e. Part III. Chlo
rosperme::e. An etymology of names of genera is appended.
Under the section Zoology a new species of North American 
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